PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Bus Bright Concentrate is designed as a high
foaming lubricating aluminum bus detergent with
extra lubrication for drive through wash systems.
The stable high level of foam will allow the product
to cling well to the sides of the bus giving it an
opportunity to penetrate as well as help lubricate
the brush bristles. This in turn will eliminate the
possibility of brush marking on the surfaces of the
bus. Bus Bright Concentrate is highly buffered
to protect the aluminum and any painted surfaces.
This will thoroughly clean and shine the bus. Bus
Bright Concentrate works extremely well through
foaming devices.

BUS BRIGHT
CONCENTRATE

DIRECTIONS:
Set the chemical metering so that one part Bus
Bright Concentrate is mixed with up to 50 parts
water going onto the bus surface. This is usually
accomplished by venturi injection on the water
flow to the brushes. Some systems apply the
chemical via soap arch in addition to the brush
application. Make sure that detergent is applied in
both scenarios if that is the case.

Alkaline Bus Detergent
with EXTRA Lubricants
Prevents Brush Scratching of Paint

To Reorder Call: (866) 578-4240
Fax: (866) 578-4241

Loosens Road Film, Grease & Oils

ALGONQUIN PRODUCTS CO.
1355 West Oak Commons Ln • Suite B1
Marietta, GA 30062

Apply High or Low Pressure
Use Compressed Air To Foam On Vehicle

CAUTION
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION:
Keep out of the reach of children. Do not ingest.
Do not allow this concentrate or solutions of
the is product to dry on bus surfaces. If wash
system fails with detergent on the bus, rinse
detergent off bus before allowing it to dry. Store
at temperatures between 380 and 1200F.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID:
EYES - rinse for 15 minutes with potable water,
seek immediate medical attention. SKIN - rinse
thoroughly with water, seek medical attention.
INGESTION - seek immediate medical attention.
INHALATION - remove victim to source of fresh
air, seek medical attention.
Consult M.S.D.S. for additional
safety information.
Medical Emergency Information
call 1-800-535-5053.

Product Number: 1-0084 Batch: 010111
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